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Expo-se yourself to a
world of careers.
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Ghoulishly delightful
happenings at SU and $W
then some.

SU men's soccer title
pursuit temporarily
drowned.

Sullivan
suffers
stroke

SU student
lies in coma
as parents

pray for
recovery

BillCHristianson
Editor-in-Chief
SeattleUniversityPresident WilliamSullivan,SJ,beganrehabilitation to regainstrength after suffering a strokelast week.
The rehabilitation program is
c x
pectedto

Couple waits
kithfullyin

-

hospital
parkinglot

last two
weeks

I'ERI ANDERSON
ManagingEditor

I

Traveling is their passion.
They have driven to the golden
:aches of California, colorful
serts of Arizona and majestic
ountains of Idaho in their state-the-art motor home.
Now, their only view is parked
rs and stray ambulances. The
emergency room light flashes in
the background. People walk in
*and out of the hospital like it is a
revolvingdoor.
andNancyNelson willleave
eir large RV parked in the
ighline Community Hospital
parking lot until their 32-year-old
son wakes up.
"Ican't explain the grief andthe
sorrow that has happened,"Nancy
said as tears fell fromher eyes.

(Don

according to

doctors.

Sritan
sufferet
t

Nancy andDonNelson sit in their motor home while their 32-year-old son lies in acoma.

Shepauses.Herhusbandremains
quiet, thoughhe,too,is indisbelief
"We don'tknow what's going to
happen," she sobs.
Today,SeattleUniversitygraduatestudentBrian Nelsonliescurled
in a coma withpillows and towels
stuffedbetweenhis torsoand arms
topreventuncontrolled spasms. He
would have fulfilled requirements
for hisMasters ofBusinessAdministration degreealittleover amonth
ago. But, a late August climbing

.

accident killed two men and ing of his brain has gone down
Nelson's chances of meeting the since the accident. Aside from this
MBArequirement any time soon. and a 40 pound weight loss, nothEverymorning,Nancy walks the ingelse has changed.
"Brian was an active guy," his
shortdistance fromthemotorhome
toher son's room. The majority of mom said.
Nelson, agraduateof theUniverher time is spent there. The only
time sheleaves is to eat and sleep. sity of Washington, has anundergraduate degree incivil engineerNeither activity comes easily.
now,"
ing.
Until the accident, he worked
"Iamsleepingalittlebetter
Boeing
as an engineer. One of
said,
at
she
"but it'srough."
Nelson'sconditionis stable. RecentCATscansshow that theswellSeeNelson onpage 2

h c

stroke
early
Thurs- President William
d a y Sullivan, SJ
morn■
ing.While athisresidenceinLoyola
Hall, Sullivan complained of feeling weak. Robert Grimm, SJ, escortedSullivan toProvidenceMedical Center as aprecaution.Examinations revealed that Sullivan experienced a "minor stroke."
"A minor stroke isan interruptionofblood supply to the brain,"
according toDr.DonaldSil verman,
one ofSullivan'sdoctors. A stroke

_
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SeeSullivan onpage 3\

Looking out for the little ones
SU administrationgaveup
on theChildCare Center,

'but CharleneEllis didn't
BridgetMcCollum

Staffßeporter

stepchildrenof the
university," Ellis
said. "We worked
so hardandit was
all just taken
away."
All lookedbleak
for theday care until last Friday
when Rick Bird,
who supervises
thecenter,came to
the rescue and
saved it from certainclosure.
For nearly 25
years, SU has

Forthe past eight years,Charlene Ellishas
held the hands and wiped the noses of the
daughtersand sonsof SeattleUniversity staff,
Megan McCoid / Photo
faculty and students at the Child DevelopEditor
ment Center.
Ellis,
Charlene
Ellislooked for the years ahead tobe tilled
with the laughter and tears of the SU director ofSU'sChild
community's children, butthis past summer Development Center
she was told the day care she had worked so
hard to care for would have to be closed
because of a lack of money.
SeeChild Care Centeron page 3
"The decision made us feel like the ugly

Sarah Sanders / Spectator

Just some of the many children served by Charlene Ellis.
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Nelson:SUstudent lies ina coma after
falling 2,200 feet from MountRainier

News

Frompage 1

Information Session for NursingStudents

rAn

information session on pre-requisite courses for SU's
Nursing program, geared towards freshman and transfer
students, willbe held Friday,Nov. 3, from 11a.m. to 1p.m.
in Garrand 202. Faculty and students will be on hand to
ensure you are on the right track, and refreshments will be
available. Call296-5660 for more information.
Campus Ministry Enlightens Over E-Mail

The Campus Ministry Help Desk can answer all your
spiritual and religious questions like how many angels can
dance on thehead of a pin, or why Goddecreed that human
beings can't getdry by shakingthemselves like dogs do over
e-mail.
Send all questions to camp-min andone of their operators
will getback to you at thespeed ofgrace. Call 296-6075for
more information.

-

-

—

Flu Shots Available
The Seattle University Health Center and the School of
Nursing areproviding flu immunizations to the SUcommunity. Shots willbe given on a first come, first served basis.
Cost is $4.
Shots willbe available Friday,Oct. 27,Wednesday,Nov.
1 and Thursday, Nov. 2 from9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Book Store lobby.

English Department CreatesNew Courses
With the hiring of four new faculty members in the last
three years, the English Department has revised its curriculumand created several new courses.
For Winter Quarter, the new courses will be Arthurian
Romance,Slavery andLaborinFilm&Literature andarerun
of a traditional course in theSurvey ofBritish Literature. For
Spring Quarter, the new courses will be African-American
Literature and Society,Writing Literature for Children and
Youth, and Survey ofBritish Literature 11.
Call the English Department at 296-5420 for more information.

RetiredFordCEO to Address AlumniBreakfast
Donald E. Petersen,retired chairman and chief executive
officer of the Ford Motor Company, will present "ABetter
Idea: Redefining the Way Americans Work" at a downtown
alumni breakfast Friday, Oct. 27, at 7:30 a.m. in the Four
Seasons Olympic Hotel, located at 4thand University.
SU School ofLaw to SponsorDiversity Forum
The Second Annual SU School of Law Diversity Forum
willbeheld Thursday,Nov.2 at 6p.m. at950Broadway Plaza
in Tacoma, Wash.
The forum will feature four speakers: Cruz Reynosa, vice
chair of the U.S. Human Rights Commissionandaprofessor
oflaw atUCLA; Vicki J Toyohara,executivedirector for the
Washington State Minority andJustice Commission; RichardJones,SeattleSuperiorCourtJudge;andDiannaCarlson,
a Washington attorney who has worked in the state's court
system for enforcement of the Americans With Disabilities
Act.
The eventis free and open to the public. Call KenSam at
I 581 -6369 for more information.
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the bigger projects that he worked
on was designing the Boeing777.
At one time, he received a lay-off
slip but it wasrevokedwhen oneof
company's customers heardabout
it.
Not only did he climb mountains, buthe water-skied, kayaked,
sky dived and enjoyedmany other
active sports. At the time of his
accident, he had been planning a
bungee jumping trip with his girlfriend.
With only three weeks left until
finishinghis graduateprogram, his
future was bright. Not only washe
almost finished withhis education,
but had been talking about marriage,his mom said.
"It seems like such a waste,"
Nancy said.
For Nelson's parents, the aftershocks of his fall have taken an
emotional and financial toll.
They spent nearly a month and
$1,600 in legal fees to gain the
power to act onhisbehalf.
"Young people think things like
Megan McCoid / Photo Editor
this don't occur," Nancy said.
There is somerelief in the legal
ability to have a say on Nelson's Nancy Nelsonholds apicture ofher son and his friends taken the day
behalf, she said, but the grief re- before the accident. Thepicture sitsbeside his hospital bed.
mains.
tor visits will go from six times a
"This is the hardest thing we've tated by the fall.
While Nelson waited threehours week to about once a month, his
everhad to faceandare evergoing
tohave to face," she said.
for rescuers, hypothermia slowly mom said. In addition, his insurFor the Nelsons, the wholeor- overtook his body. Brain damage ance will dwindle away quickly.
The insurance he has while in a
dealbegan on the weekendof Aug. began to set in just four minutes
20,1995, when their sonheaded to after the fall. By the timehe was hospitallasts sixmonths.IfNelson
Mount Rainier with a group of rescued his head had swelled so doesn't wakeup by then, a nursing
large that even his parents could home will become inevitable,
friends.
Despite dangerously icy condi- recognizehim only by a small tat- Nelson's mom said.
His insurance will cover only
tions and torturous weather, the six too on his leg.
mendecided toclimb themountain
Doctors say his future is uncer- $4,000per month while he is in a
nursing home. This will not be
tain.
anyway.
The climbing party dropped to
"If thereis any permanent brain enough moneytocoverhismedical
four as they began the ascent up damage," Nancy said, "doctors expenses. As a result, his parents
Emmons Glacier because two of can't assess the degreeofituntilhe willhaveto findrevenueelsewhere.
Most likely, this revenue will be
themen developed blisters and al- wakes up."
AllNelson's parentscan donow found in his savings and investtitude sickness.
At Camp Schurman, the base is waitbyhisside andchart his day- ments.
"Everything he saved will be
camp for the Emmons route, two to-day progress throughpictures.
rescued,
lost,"
Nancy solemnly said.
WhenNelson was
cosother climbers approachedthefour.
Nancy falls silentand
at
the
surgeons
waiting
Suddenly,
were
Theyalso hadlostapartnertosick- metic
ness, and wanted a third person to hospital todeterminethe amount of looks down. Don looks away.
Fornow,allthe Nelsonscando is
damagecaused by facial swelling.
join them for safety reasons.
Despite not knowingthe people, Over thepasttwo months,the swell- walk back and forth from the big
Jeff Lippens, one the men in ing has gone down tremendously, RV intotheir son's roomand wait.
Nelson's party,joined them, leav- leavingonly a few small scars on
ing Nelson with Scott Porter and his face.
For his parents, this offers some
Karl Aberns.
Lippens' group left shortly be- relief, but not much.
foreNelson's.The teams lost sight
"Unless there's significant imofeach otheras theyclimbed up the provement,hewillhave tobemoved
icy mountain. As he climbed, into a nursing home," Nelson's
Lippens thought Nelson's team mom said.
Preparation from
This is the last thing they want
turned back on the arduous, frighteningclimbup the mountain.
for theirson.
The frequency ofNelson'sdocBut they hadn't turned back.
As they slowlypicked their way
up theslippery mountain, the three
" 32hours of in-class teaching
" three fully proctored exam
man team grasped onto anything
" additional help sessions
secure.
Slowly,
they
that seemed
" personalizedinstruction
way
workedtheir
downwardswhen
" free applicationadvising
one man grabbed onto a loose,
"
Price --$395
Onlast week's front page and
unsturdy piece of ice and slipped.
Call
nowfor moreinformation
page 8 The Spectator
Nelson, who was leading the
LSAT, GREor GMAT
on
the
published apicture that
team, tried to keep themfromfallyear's
a band at this
ing by grabbing onto the icy glaJ LipSync as the "Dumb
cier. The ice broke and the men
NextGRE Class begins October 16
Thename of the band
tumbled nearly2,200feet. Aberns
NextGMAT C'oss begins November21
NextLSATCla* xbegin Sep.30,Oct. J,4,5
is actually "The DuttaFive."
andPorter diedinstantly, Nelson's
lived,
momsaid. Nelson
incapaci*■.. .>?> \ ■■■'..''■■.. "'.'.
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Holocaust survivor speaks out
ryanMiller
NewsEditor
For 40 years, Bronka Kohn
Serebrin saidnothingabout hertribuations in the Nazi concentration
camps.
Now, she can barely stop talking
about it. In fact, the Seattleresident
hares her story with almost 5,000
tudentsa yearas theChairpersonof
he Anti-Defamation League'sHoocaust Education Committee for
he Pacific Northwest.
She was invited to Lemieux Li>rary on Friday to share her story,
answer questions and show a PBS
documentary based on her experiences.
Dr.Judith Sanderson,anSU theology professor, arranged for
Serebrin to speak on campus. She
came as a guest speaker for
Sanderson's RS 480 Interdisciplinarycourse, "TheHolocaust Evil
andGood."
"Until 10 yearsago, 1nevereven
alked to myself about this," said
Serebrin,who lived under the cruel
gripof theNazis fromage 1 2 to 18.
'To spend theformative years of
your life being told you're a rat, a
toget out of this takes a
mouse
ong time," Serebrin said.
She finally broke her silence 10
yearsago whenElieWiesel,a Holocaust survivor and author of the
book "Night," spoke in Seattle.
Serebrin attended the presentation.
She said she felt he was speaking
directly to her, so shemade a point
o meet himafterwards. This moment inspired Serebrin to start tellng her story.

...

The Nazis
invaded her
hometown of
Lodz,Polandin
1939. Theycreated a ghetto
and all of the
Jews were
completelyisolated from everyone else.
Serebrin and
her family lived
intheghettofor
five years.
Her father
wastakenaway
and tortured.
When he re-

inJanuary 1996
From page 1

Megan McCoid /

Photo Editor

turned, he was BronkaKohnSerebrintells her childhoodhorror story.
no longer the
fun person who used to laugh and day the American troops came and
play games with Serebrin and her ended Hitler's reign. The 18-yearfamily. He was "completely old weighed 50 pounds when they
changed," and did not speak for a arrived.
Serebrin hides the horrors of her
longperiodoftime.Thenext timehe
spoke was to call out hername as he childhood years with a confident

was beinglead to thegas chamberin
Auschwitz,she said.
'
Serebrin s mother, whowouldsplit
her bread rations between Serebrin
andher sister,died of typhusin Lodz.
The twogirls were left to dependon
eachother from that point on.
After five years in the ghetto,
Serebrinand hersisterspentanother
year at Auschwitz, Poland, a Nazi
slave-labor camp and then
Mauthausen, Austria, another concentration camp.
Thetorture, starvationandhumiliation finally came to anend onMay
5, 1945, whichSerebrin remembers
as her "second birthday." It was the

outward appearance. Thisis only a
mask,though, andSerebrin saidshe
strives to have a "perfect" life to
makeupfor thepain from herchildhood.
"Peopledon't think thiscouldhave
happenedtome, butI'vejustworked
hard tobuilda shelland appearconfident," Serebrin said.
Serebrin does not look back with
hatredbecause this would "put(her)
on thesame levelas the Nazis,"she
said. Instead, she turns her experiences into alesson for anyone who
hears her message.
"My biggest revenge to Hitler,"
have keptmy
Serebrin said,"isthatI
spirit."
i

Childcare center:Ellis, Birdsave center

its budget for the past eight years,
quality care whichhasbeenoffered according to Ellis. The money,
whichcame from tuition, wasused
watched over the children of it's in the past."
His decision comes in the wake to pay staff salaries, buy equipcommunity. Back whencompanysponsored day care barely existed, of a stressful quarter at the daycare ment,pay work study students and
health,
SU beganthe program thatallowed center. The staff was toldabout the for staff benefits including
medical,
retirement.
July.
dentaland
When
parents toattend classes and leavs Cabinet's decision in
that budgets get
decision, she
"I
understand
questioned
the
Ellis
nearby.
their children
"But are wesavmade
said.
tight,"
and
Bird
A drop in enrollment for fall was toldthe decision was
at
expense
ing
the
of chilmoney
was not up for discussion.
quarter and a shortage of funds
dren?"
parents
Immediately, staff and
resulted in severalcutbacks at SU,
The center is licensed to take
including the CDC. The cabinet were alerted. The eight staff memnotices
two
care
of42 children. Last spring the
lay-off
decided that the day care, which bers received
day
later.
care center was at its limit.
ran on a $90,000 budget, was no weeks
funding was lost, thenumber
closing
of
Ellis,
thought
Since
For
the
longer a service the school could
of
wrenching.
heart
children
enrolled has dropped
day
the
care
was
1,
afford toprovide. As ofJan. the
30
to 29 children.
nearly
percent
The
most
was
that
part
difficult
parents with children at the CDC
Restoring
the
ofchildren
number
day
the
staff
was
never
asked
to
care
wouldhaveto findsomeoneelse
is oneof
to
of
42
capacity
large
a
the
full
up
input
before
such
any
for
watch their children.
over.
While parents searched for new decision was made, Ellis said. No Bird's goals as he takes
Thefirst priority forthenewmanday care providers, SU searched one at the center had any idea there
agement team will be to provide
was evena problem.
fora day care contractor.
day care for the children,
quality
Closing the center was a choice
SU began searching for anyone
said.
reasons,
strictly
Bird
for financial
willingtorun the day care from the made
Ellis' hard work over the past
business side, while allowing the according to Hank Durand, vice
eight
years will not go in vain.Bird
Development.
school to maintain and own the president of Student
$90,000
the
The
used to subsidize
will continue to work with Ellis.
available,
Running
longer
the center will be a task
Bird, associate director of resi- center was no
left
completely
inthehandsof Ellis,
dent life and directorof auxiliary Durand said.
she is a valucenter
He
Birdsaid.
insists
money
"The
used for the
services, was putin charge of findday
care.
could
able
of
the
just
something
part
was
school
the
ing a contractor.
However, changes willbe made
While searching for someone to not do anymore," Durand said.
under
matters
the
line."
the new management. A
is
bottom
taking
takeover,Birddecided
over "What
willbegin with the
to
increase
nothing
price
The
offunds
had
lack
the centerhimself would be easier
year,
mismanagement
of
new
Bird
said.
a
do
with
the
quality
than finding a
bid. As
Despite this, the day care will
result,he signedaleaseagreement money by anyone at the day care,
continue tooffer adiscount for SU
Durand said.
with the school onFriday.
In fact,the CDChas been within related children. AlO percent
"Ibelieve quality care can be

From page 1

"
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offered," Birdsaid, "the same high

Sullivan:SUpresident
set to return to work

can occur at any age.
"Strokes are the second or third
leadingcause ofdeath in this country,"Silverman said."So it (minor
stroke) is very serious." He compared thedifference betweena minor stroke and a major stroke to a
fender bender and totaled car.
A stroke canaffect any part of the
body, Silverman said, depending
on where in the brain the blood
interruption occurs. Forinstance,if
the interruption is to a cognitive
part of thebrain, thinkingcapabilities may be impaired, Silverman
explained.
In Sullivan's case, the stroke affected his motor skills, and has
"weakened" his left legand arm,
according to PaulBlake, university
assistantvicepresidentanddirector
ofpublic relations.
Sullivan's doctors expecthim to
make a full recovery,Blake added.
Sullivan, whowillbe 65 onDec.
20, has had no history ofsuch ailments.
"I appreciate your prayers and
best wishes,"Sullivan saidthrough

a press release. "I'mstarting rehabilitation today (Tuesday).Iplan to
return to campus in a week or ten
days."
But not to work.
Sullivanwillbetakingthings easy
until January,Blake said. "On the
recommendation ofhisdoctors,Father Sullivan will maintain a reduced loadbasis untilsuch time as
hehasfully recoveredhis strength."
Provost John D. Eshelman has
assumed the president's responsibilities until further notice.
"I've served as president when
Father has been out before,"
Eshelman said,referringto the outof-town events and meetings that
Sullivan has attended in the past.
"Thecabinet really worksasa team.
Certain people will be able tohelp
out.It doesn't all fall on me.
"I am not saying Ican replace
Sullivan,but we sure can keep the
ship sailinghere at SU."
Eshelman will give the
president's report at today's trusteesmeetingafter talkingtoSullivan.
The meeting was not called becauseof Sullivan's stroke. It is the
normallyscheduledquarterly trusteesmeeting,Eshelman said,adding
that theroleof the trustees will not
changeinlightofSullivan's illness.
"Wecan goaheadwith this meeting because the trustees have a role
in the governance ofthe university
discount for staff and a 20 percent
discount for students is planned,
slightly less than than current discounts.

Seventy percent of the children
at the CDCare children of SU students, faculty and staff. The remainingchildren are fromsurround-

ing neighborhoods.
Thecenter's enrollment numbers
willhaveabigeffecton thenumber
of staff employed at the center.

WHATNEXT?

When willSullivan returnto
campus?
In a week to ten days.
However he will not return to
work until January 1996.
What isaminor stroke?
An interruption of blood
supply to the brain. It can
affect any part of the body,
dependingon where the
interruption occurred.
How did the stroke affect

Sullivan?
It weakened the strength and
mobility inhis left leg and
Who will temporarily take
over as actingUniversity
President?
Provost JohnEshelman.
Whatis the prognosis?
Doctors expect a full recovery.
The rehabilitation program
will last two weeks. It will
involve rest and therapy in
order to regain the lost
strength.Full recovery will
take longer thanthe initial

whether the president is here or
not," Eshelman said.

Headded that theadministration
would turnto the trustees foradvice
if "something bighappened."
The trusteesmeetingisstill ago,
but other majorappointments have
beencanceled.
Thestaffconvocation scheduled
forMonday was canceled. Theadministration will address rescheduling the convocation at next
Tuesday's cabinet meeting.
Alsocanceled wasa plannedtrip
to Asiaon Friday tohave meetings
with alumni and possible donors
and to recruit students for the university.
Thelongestpreviousabsence by
Sullivan was his quarter-long sabbatical a few years ago. Sullivan
alsoleft for a few weeks when he
climbed Mount Everest in 1990.
Sullivan has been president of
SU for 20 years.
Cards and flowers may be sent
directlytoSullivan'shospital room
atProvidence Hospital. Visitsmust
first be arranged through Robert
Grimm, SJ.
Currently, the day care employs
four full-time staff, four part-time
staff and six work study students.
Under the new management, staff
members will lose the benefits received from SU. Additionally, the
budget for work studystudents will
be lost.
"There will belots of change,"
Bird said, "but Isee it as positive

change."
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SU adds a lively "spin" to fund-raising event

'70s sensation Spinners featuredat 12th AnnualSeattle University Gala

Frank M.aiPTico
FeaturesEditor

Blake said"it's also anopportunity
for SeattleUniversity tocreate and
strengthen ties with the community."

"Whenever you need me, I'llbe
around." And indeed, they were.
The Spinners, whose popularity
peakedin the'70sand whosangthe
hit song "I'll be Around," came
through at thelast minute toentertain an audience of more than 600
at the 12th Annual Seattle University Gala.
Comprised of Pervis Jackson,
Bobby Smith, Bill Henderson,
Henry Fambrough and John
Edwards, the Spinners were asked
to perform in place of the Four
Tops. Because twomembers of the
Tops were ill,they were not able to
make their scheduled appearance.
The fund-raisingeventwas held
in theGrandBallroomat the Westin
Hotel in downtownSeattle.
For more than 10 years now, the
Gala has been sponsored annually
toraise additionalfundsfor general
universityscholarships.
"This eventwould raise $75,000
for student scholarships," UniversityRelations VicePresidentLinda
Hansen said.
"The Gala is not only a fund
raising event for Seattle Univer-

sity,"PublicRelationsDirectorPaul

Richie's "Lady." They also broke
GeorgeBenson.But lastSaturday, out with their larger-than-life rubit was the reflections of the spot- ber bands and performed interestlight from the Spinners' sequined ing stretchingexercises as theysang
ment featuredBernadettePetersand

"Rubberband
Man."
Apparently,the
excitement was
just toomuch for
the audience to
take sittingdown.
The '70s fever
suddenlyreached
its peak temperatureanditwasoff

It was a ball-

room filled
with a Who's
Who ofSeattle
dressed in
pressed tuxedos and elegant dresses,

to thedance floor.

almost like a
scene from
"Cinderella."
Representa-

"I was truly
happy with theresponse
of
tonight's auditives frommaence," Spinner
jor national
Pervis Jackson,
and local combass singer, said
panies wereon
FRANK M. ELIPTICO / SPECTATOR
hapd to offer The Spinnersrevivedthe 70slastSaturday.Fromleft:HenryFambrough, after the show.
Although the
their financial Bill Henderson,John Edwards, Pervis Jackson andBobby Smith.
crowd
was exhelp and to
from
The
pecting
performance
blazers
that
on
the
a
Spinners
danced
boogie down with the
Four
Tops,
proved
including
ceiling.
this
to
haveno
PriceCostco ballroom's
Companies
Struttingtheirtrademark smooth, bearingon Jackson.
Boeing, SAFECO, Seafirst and
moves, the Spinners
"The Four Tops are a legendary
represensynchronized
sent
Providence all
their
brought the '70s back to life by band and watching them perform
tatives to join SU administrators
faculty, staffand alumni toa $150- singing such hits as "I'll be would indeed be alifetime opporAround," "Mighty Love," "Then tunity," Jackson said. "But we do
-a-plate benefit ($75 for staff).
Previous years' Gala entertain- Came You," and even Lionel ourown thingand worry aboutnoth-
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recuperate. According to Jackson,

the Spinners spend about 80 percent of their time on tour.
"We still get that same feeling

we did when we were performing
more than 20 years ago,"Jackson
said."And wecan still goandparty
like 20-year-olds aftereveryshow."
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PreferredOualifleafIons:
Good Academic Standing -Dedication
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Positions Available:
-Reporters

"We did not do this show any
differently because the audience
was expecting The Four Tops,"
added John Edwards, lead tenor.
"Wherever we go, we want to entertainpeople and at the same time
have fun, and make the audience
have fun. And that's what we did
tonight."
"Someday Ihope to perform
onstage with Johnny Mathis,
Bonnie Raitt, SamCooke or even
MariahCarey,"Edwards said. "But
by far, Iwould love to perform
with, or even meet, the greatest
tenoralive,Luciano Pavaratti.I
still
get tears in my eyes when Ihear
him sing 'Aye Maria.'"
New York, Philadelphia and
Boston are included in the Spinners' itinerary for future performances this month. The group,
however, has just concluded a tour
of various nightclub and corporate
circuits in Atlantic City and Las
Vegas,and will take a few days to

Ul vH/ i^Jl

;[ The Spectatorislooking for energetic,self-motivated
;« studentsinterestedinhavingfun whilegaininggreat
;[ experienceinjournalism andcommunications.
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And what an
impressively
dressed community it was.

ingelse."
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Enthusiasm

-A completed resume,including threereferences
-A small portfolioof previous writing
(does not have to befrom anewspaper)
For further information call: BILL CHRISTIANSON at 296-6476
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Send application packets to: Bill Christianson
Seattle University
Broadway & Madison
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A congregation ofthe "real world"

organizations
coming to
CareerExpo '95 tobringmore than 70organizations tocampus
meet you
do
planning to attend.
talk
chance
Dress appropriately/profesAdrianaJanovich
Nonetheless, a

to

Also,

not

limit yourself to the companies sionally.
whose names you recognize.
What you wear addsmuch to the
Rather,exploreotherorganizations first impression that youmake with
and do not spend too much time potentialemployers.Many students
with any one company.
who attended last year's Career
Be preparedto talkaboutyour- Expo woresuitsoraskirtandjacket.
self.
Do not worry if you do not have
Although the Career Expo
is not an interviewing
fair, organizers

more than 65 organizations in one
place and in oneday presents infiniteopportunities.
Frank M. Eliptico
"Students will be able to disFeatures Editor
cover many organizations they've
never thought of looking for a futurejob,"CareerDevelopmentCenter Director Helen Labouy
Iftherewasever a timefor youto said. "Many more stushow your stuff, one week from dents will be able
suggest that
today would probably be the best, to.get the inforyou be prethey
mation
andperhaps the most beneficial for
pared to anone
need in
your future.
swer typical
On Nov. 2, amultitude of interquestions
organinational,nationalandlocal
about yourzations will gather at Seattle Uni- there is no
self and
versity tomeetstudents whomight tracking sysyour
backemployees.
end up as their
The
many
surehow
Expo,
orgaSecond Annual Career
representative
nized by the Career Development studentshave actuallyreceived jobs
Center, the Volunteer Center, and
you. In presenting your
internships through
or
Center
and
the Albers Placement
be sure to include inbackground,
sponsored by many other campus the Expo,Labouy estimates that a
your major,gradualike
organizations, will feature compa- "significant number" of students formation
and
accomplishments
date,
by
nies such as AT&T, Boeing and have directly benefited attend- tion
Microsoft Corp., and even non- ing. More than
profitorganizations likethe North- 500 students attendedlast year's
west AIDS Foundation and Boy
according
Expo,
Scouts of America.
to
Laßouy.
And
Representatives from various
companies will talk to interested because of its
students in an informal interview success, more
fashion.They'll alsohand out ap- companies are
plications, brochures and other in- expected to be
organization;
at
represented
respective
formation about their
what are your
the Expo.
companies.
strengths
and
Other smaller
job fairs are
sponsored
pations are you
throughout the
most interested
year, but the
pursuing and
in
Expo is Seattle
University's
largest event of
its kind.It is no
AORIANA JANOVICH / SPECTATOR
speak for you
wonderthe orgagood
Maintain
sponand
nizers
eye
contact
sors have been
Expo
"Iattendedthe Career
planning for this
lastyear tosee whatjobs
event for almost
were availableinmy field.
a year. In addiAlthough I
didnotfind
their questions
tion,
other
are completely and
I'm
sure
there
anything,
events will be
benefitted
concisely, and
"
held inconjunc- manyothers who
the
experience.
from
tion with the
Know what
CYNDYRODGERS
Expo.
Adriana Janovich / Spectator
to
questions
There will be
ask
of
them.
seven informaAsk questions
panels who
"/ wenttogeta feelfor thejob tion
knowledge
further
about
your
various
includthat
topics,
will discuss
opportunitiesavailable to
ing careers in writing, engineering aparticular company and display
someonemyage,experience andmulticulturalism in the work- your authentic interest inthatcomandgoals.Myinterviewing place. Professionals who already pany. Asking about benefits and
skills were certainly
work in these fields have been re- salaries is ano-no. Some questions
want to ask:
cruited to talk about their experi- youmay
" Whatare the entrylevel jobs for
improved."
ences and their careers at
Nordstrom,Occidental Corporation someone witha background in...?
RENEE LAPLANTE
" Does your organization offer
and YMCA. In addition, Kerry
Larson, vice president of people internships or co-op positions?
" Do you have any advice for
Students,in turn, will get anop- development for AT&T Wireless
wantingto enter thefield?
portunity to meet variouspotential Services (formerlyMcCaw Cellu- anyone
"
Are there any specific coursesI
employerswho maybeable togrant lar),is featured as a keynotespeaker
"technology
anda should take that wouldbe relevant
internships, part-time or full-time and willdiscuss
to this field?
jobs.They willalso get achance to changing world of work."
" What types of training does
to
Still,
if you really want make
"interview" potential employers
organization offer?
and find more information about the best of the Expo, organizers your
"Doesyourorganizationencourfollowing:
prospective companies inaddition advise the
Select organizations which in- age employees toobtain advanced
to submitting a resume. Students
degrees?
who simply want to get involved terestyou.
" MayIcontact you laterifIhave
time
to
review
in
enough
Allow
may visit various charitable organizations for volunteerinformation. advance the list of organizations other questions?

Staffßeporter

Active Voice Corporation
Aerotek
AmericanRedCross
Americorps
AppliedMicrosystems
Corporation
AppliedTechnology
AT&T
AT&TWireless Services
Attachmate
BessieBurton
BoeingCompany
TheBonMarche
BoyScouts
Cambridge Technical Partners
Camp Fire Boys/Girls
Central Area Youth Motivation
Cerner Corporation
CHANNEL
Cityofßellevue
Cityof Seattle
Edmark
Enterprise Rent-a-Car
Esca Corporation
ExpeditorsInternational
Fluke Corporation
FredHutchinsonCancer
Research Center
FremontPublic Association
GMNameplate"
Good Works
TheGood Guys
Harborview Medical
International Services Agencies
Jesuit Volunteer Corps
Keane, Inc
KIRO
Lamonts
Maxim Healthcare
Metro
Microsoft
Nature Conservancy
Northwest Aids Foundation
Nine West
OdessaBrownChildren's
Clinic
Olde Discount Stockbrokers
Peace Corps
Phamis Inc.
PriceCostco
Providence
Prudential
Puget Sound BloodCenter
R.E.I.
Safeco Insurance
Seafirst
Seattle CityLight
Seattle Indian Center
Seattle MentalHealth
Senior Sevices ofSeattle
Shin-Etsu/SEH
Space Needle
Starwave Corporation
StateFarmInsurance
TacoBell Corporation
The Learning Garden
The Principal Financial
Group
Unisource
UnitedParcel Service
USBank
University of Washington
Weyerhauser
WashingtonMutual
WashingtonState Attorney
General's Office
Wilder Construction
Zymogenetics

to

.

Adriana Janovich /

Spectator

"/handed out myresume at
last year'sCareerExpoand
ultimatelylandedasummer
internship atBoeing. I
conducted tests on the 777
andexposedmyselfto the"
engineering environment.
BRIDGET DWYER
either. Dress as though you were
going to an interview. Organizers
say that if you are unsure about
what to wear, think about dressing
onelevel better than you normally
would.
Prepare a resumein advance.
Manycompanies will be expecting you to submit a resume that
includes your education,skills,activities and goals. These resumes
will also notify the employers of
your address and phone number
should they decide to call you for
an interview. A minimum of 25
resumes is suggested,butcover letters are unnecessary.
Be sure to follow up.
Before you part with the employer,ask how soon you can expect to hear from the company, or
the best procedure to follow up. In
addition, ask for a business card
and the name and number of any
important contacts withinthe company. And, sending a follow-up
letter expressingan interest in the
organization is advised.
Intimidating as it may be, your
future may greatly be affected by
the Expo andhow you take advantage of it.If you are worriedabout
making the right first impression,
theCareerDevelopmentCenterwill
be sponsoring a seminar toprepare
students for the Expo today and
Tuesday, Oct. 3 1 For more information, call the Career Development Center at 296-6080.
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SU alumnus rocks with Sweetwater

What 5 Happening
You can make it! "Under the Wire"
A concert tobenefit Esperanza's annual trip tohelp buildhouses
for lowincome families in Tijuana, willbeheldinthePigott Atrium
on Monday, Nov.4. Highlights include food and evenlive music
suppliedby ScottMontgomery, The Quiet Ones andFlowers Out
of Season. Things get under way a 8 p.m. and tickets can be
purchased for only $3 from any esperanza student. For more
information contact campus ministry atext. 6075

Overture!Dim the lights! Get me a BEER!
The Seattle Repertory Theatre has integrated "Pub Night" into
their already amazing season. Starting this Fridaynight, the Rep's
lobbyopens at 6 p.m. for unplugged music, gourmetburgers from
"Waldo's" and for those over 21, flowing lager from Thomas
"
Kemper. The Rep is presentingthe highly acclaimed "VoireDire
that has been a bighit on campus already. For details and future
dates, call the Rep at (206)443-2210.

"Youth in Focus" at Seattle Central

Photo Courtesy of Lance Acohd

Sweetwater,from left: Adam Czeisler, Paul K. Uhlir, Cole Peterson, Rich Credo.

A collection of work by young Seattle photographers is being

presented by the Seattle Central Community College Art Gallery

Nov. 8-22. YouthFocus is an innovative program that encourages
inner-city youth to document their families,communities and cultures. The Art Galleryislocated at thenorthendof theAtriumon the
ground floor of the main building at Broadway and Pine. Gallery
hours are 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday and 5-7 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesdayevenings.

Oh, "Candida"lights up the Intiman
GeorgeBernard Shaw's bright and timeless comedy about the
miscommunications between the sexes at the dawnof the twentieth
centuryopenedOct.25. Highquality comedicandromantic personalities make this one of Shaw's finest works and "Candida" is
definitelyonehis strongestcharacters. Theshow runs throughNov.
18.Info and tickets are availableby calling theIntiman boxoffice at
(206)626-0775.

Big stars shine in offbeat cult video
DONALD IvUBBOTT
ArtsandEntertainmentEditor
Those of you who had Philosophy 220last yearmayhavehad the
opportunity to watch a great film

by director Wim Winders titled,
"Wings of Desire."
Winders next film,"UntiltheEnd
of the World,"- has been out on
video for less than a year and is
quickly becoming a cult classic.
William Hurt, Sam Neill and
Max Von Sydow join seductress
Solveig Dommartin in this new
quirky, international game of cat
andmouse.
Claire,(Dommartin) along with
the rest of 1999 Earth, apprehensively await the impending arrival
of arogue nuclear satellite, plum-

Thesonanddad teamcreatedthe
machine initially to reanimate images in the mind of his blind wife,
(Sam'smother).
Unfortunately,theyhaphazardly
experiment with this new technol-

ogy,recordingthoughts, dreamsand
memories of others, including
Claire.
After days of watching her own
dreamsandmemories onaportable
monitor,Claire is destroyedby an
addiction to the images created in
her own brain.
The only one who will take her

back isher estrangedhusband, who
nurses her back to health.
The special effects and
cinamatography characteristic of
Winders work are excellent.
The characterandprincipal acting,
harmonizewith the inventive,
meting toward the planet.
tightly
knit script.
yet
In the ensuingpanic, the disenTop
it
all
off with a soundtrack
husband,
chantedClaire leavesher
(SamNeill) putting her ona colli- thats boasts thelikes of U2, Elvis
sion course with a millionin stolen Costello, Lou Reed, R.E.M., Peter
cashandindustrial espionagefugi- Gabriel andDepecheMode, effectively augment the cult aura.
tive, Sam Farber (William Hurt).
This symbolic and endearing
Samseduces Claire andleadsher
fromexotic port to port collecting future-farce will not only satisfy
images with a high tech view-mas- thcdic-hardinternationalfilmfreak,
ter designed by his father, (Max but ma> drag a few domestic fans
into the foreign film aisle as well.
Von.Sydow).

YvonneTay

music with heavy guitars, very MonsterMagnet,Sweetwateris hoping to secure a future tour with
much likeIggy Pop.
"Superfriends"combines these Candlebox. The band is riding on a
"Do you wannaberich?/ Doyou two powerful sounds from track wave,at least inSeattle,with"Superwannabeasuperstar? /Wei1 honey to track.Credo'ssignature guitar star"getting frequent local air-play.
Though highly successful stateyoualreadyare/Youalreadyare..." sounds on "Happy" shine like a
wide,
thebandis experiencingprobSUalum andSweetwater bassist 125 watt light bulb. Sweet
to carve a niche in the
trying
lems
ColePeterson may notberich or a Water' spunk andpop influences
states.
other
"Go see us in Grand
superstar yet, but give him time. throughout this album lean
We're not celebriMich.
Rapids,
being
"yet."
rocking
heavily towards a hard
The operative word
ties,"
Credolamented.
'80s,
Cole style. Credo's assertive crunchGraduatingin thelate
As such, Sweetwater is not satismajored in communications and ing melodies coupled with
with the support,orlack thereof,
fied
Spectator
'Clash-inspired'
Czeisler's
even wrote for The
Heandbandmates AdamCzeisler screaming vocals are undeniably that they're getting from the label.
(vocals), RichCredo (guitars) and strongin"Cake and Strychnine," "It'sthe faultoftherecord company.
Paul K.Uhlir (drums)haveachieved "Painless" and "Win." The band Youdon't get hugeinSeattle and not
much since first forming in high shows its sensitive side with be good," he reasoned.
Don'texpectthisconflict withtheir
school, including a brand new "Adeline," the closest thing to a
recorddeal.
ballad that Sweetwater has toof- record label to be a stumbling block
for the band though. After having
SU students were given a treat fer inthis album.
This quartet share writing and struggled hard to get gigs, and plugwhenSweetwater graciously agreed
ging away at them, they find that it's
May
at musiccredits onthealbum, which
to perform this past
Quadstock. Theband's live sound is achange from Czeisler'sindi- stillnoteasy.The guysare not taking
isdefinitelynostrangerto thiscam- vidual effort on their previous theirachievements forgranted.Hopepus.
outing. "The lyrics talk about fully theirnew singleand video,"Feed
Sweetwater rocked to afrenzied growing up together, and their Yourself," will change all that.
"Superfriends"ought to be the alcrowd,performing not yetreleased stab at pop stardom," Czeisler
bum
to bring Sweetwater into the
album,
Indeed,
comparing the two
material from their third
said.
"Superfriends," their best so far. albums, the band has matured national limelight,and agreatreason
initself to make the trip to therecord
This, their first albumon the East quite abit in four years.
producedby
Currently
West/EEG label was
on the road with store.
Dave Jerden (Jane's Addiction,
AliceInChains), andreleasedduring the summer.
Dave Jerden was someone
Sweetwater didn't consider when
they were looking for a producer.
The band's road manager, Tim
Krieg, had given their cassette to
his brother in Arizona. During a
party, Jerden's assistantheard the
tape and subsequentlypassed it on
toJerdenwholovedthemusic."He
justcalledupoutoftheblue,"Credo
remarked.
Sweetwater' s sound is essentially, "Cheap Trick meets The
Photographers, Elves, Collators.
Stooges,"Credo said.CheapTrick,
best known forpop/new-waverock
Great fun,
stardomin theearly80s, employed
Beatles-style harmonic fifths in
&
their vocal harmonies and are
Schedules.
known for hits such as, "The
Flame," "Surrender" and a great
cover ofElvis Presley's,"Don'tBe
Molly 455-5552
Cruel." The Stooges, on the other
Call for details
hand, are distinguished by punk

Staffßeporter

Now Hiring!

Holiday Employment!
Bellevue Square 8c
The Seattle Bon Marche
Santa Programs
good money!
Full Part time.
Flexible
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Seattle Opera House offers alternative "Carmen"
that their loveis over.The enraged
Jose stabs her and remorsefully
ContributingReporter
turns himself in, to die by firing
and
squad.
Donald m*bbott
This "Carmen" wasturnedinto a
ArtsandEntertainmentEditor
minimalist production thatdramatiGeorge Bizet's classic opera cally departs from operatic tradicomique "Carmen" opened at the tion. General Director Speight
Seattle OperaHousethis past week- Jenkins and Stage Director Keith
end to mixed reviews from critics Warner chose Franco's Spain of
the 1950sas their setting. Yet they
and opera connoisseurs alike.
curiously
steer this vocally-spry
"Carmen"is athe classic storyof
company
romance,
between
toward
Bizet's original
tragic
theinfaa
conception.
1870s
Bizet initially
mous gypsy femmefatale andDon
Jose, a Spanish corporal. The ro- included elements of spoken diamance destroysDon Jos6'sreputa- logue andmonologuethat werelater
tion as a soldier, leaving him an set to music by Ernest Guiraud.
The performance was certainly
outlaw and an obsessed lover.
not
without strong contributions.
pasthen
finds
renewed
Carmen
Escamillo,
a
Conductor
Steven Sloane made a
handsome
sion with
toreador, and she tells Don Jose smashing debut with a very solid

JOEL LAUGHMAN

Photo Courtesy of Seattle Opera

Graciela Araya is "Carmen.

"

orchestra.
Principals Graciela Araya and
VinsonColeexhibitedprofessional
stagepresenceand advanced vocal
technique. The set was extremely
welldesignedinpost-modern fashion usingminimal propsand scenery, which workedextraordinarily
wellwith effective lighting to create agreatersense oftragedy and a
fascist atmosphere.
The audience appreciated the
. 'comiquerelief inactIIwhenDon
Jos6 retreats with his regiment and
pleads, "Doyoulove meCarmen?"
To which the saucy vixen replies,
"Ilove youmuchlessthanbefore."
Also in act IICarmen enters wearing a "biker-babe" costume complete withcheesyleopard-skin "hot
pants." Athough theaudience got a

kick out of it, this was a major
continuity flaw. For the most part,
however,the costuming as a whole
stayedreminiscent of the times.
Though contoversial, the installation of alarge box that runs Englishsubtitles coordinatingwith the
to thesungandspokenFrench above
center stage, adds a greaterunderstanding of the story.
Whatever the interpretation,
"Carmen" is always a enjoyable
and transports its audience into a
realm of tragic love, obsessionand
compromised values.
Seattle Operaexpressesitsinterpretation through Nov. 4 and student rush tickets should still be
available. Call the Opera House
box office for moreinformation at
(206)389-7699.

Ivy is too depressing to grow on anything
"Realistic"showsreallack ofhumility
take over what she is singing.
The lyricsare utterlydepressing.
In fact, theyare depressingenough
to make even Morrissey jealous.
The perfect time to listen to muso it'san absolutelybeautiful
Even
sical trio Ivy is after a lover has
by
piece.
shadowed
her
thick
French
acstabbedyouin thebackor yourdog
If all the tracks on "Realistic"
has died. In other words, when cent. Understanding the lyrics to
like "Dying Star," the album
as
Guarantee"
and
were
songs
such
"No
things couldn't get much worse.
WithdepressingIyricsand noise- "In the Shadows" is no easy task. wouldbeajoy to listen to. But they
Theoverpoweringbasskills any aren't, and it isn't.
polluting music, Ivy's newly reThroughout "Realistic," Ivy
to concentrate on what
attempt
amounts
leased album "Realistic"
Durand is singing. The guitar soundsas thoughthey areinabattle
to an unrealistic waste of time.
Ivy, led by French immigrant contributes to the whole slew of of thebands, onein whichthe band
DominiqueDurand,has beenmak- noise pollution by attempting to thatmakes the most noisetakes all.
ing music together for a little more matchthe bass' strength. Thisprob- Ifthe lyrics were decipherable,Ivy
than year. They came together lemis especially apparent in the would be able to share an entire
array of utterly depressing yet exshortly after lead singer Durand song "Shallow."
accent
Between the thick
and the tremely movingpassages. Unformarried guitarist Andy Chase.
noise,
the
overpowering
all effort tunately, everything sounds too
Onenight,Chase and fellow guimoving
jamto make
music is instantly rushed.
taristAdamSchlesingerstarted
Perhaps Ivy should take some
It
is
virtually
impossible to
minginChase's garageafter drink- killed.
promoting themselves
being
This
timeofffrom
Durand,
sung.
who understandwhat's
ingacoupleofbeers.
toning down their
again.
work
on
time
and
time
and
before,
singstarted
occurs
hadnever sang
The onlyreal gemon the album sound. Maybe their rise to fame
ingalong. Chase liked the sound
wouldbemore successful and last
andsuggested thatabandbeformed. is "Dying Star."
The wistful ballad is, perhaps, longer.
Thus, Ivy began.
For now, "Realistic" is simply
Quickly the band rose to popu- the one reason why anyone might
larityon the New York clubscene want to buy the album. Unlike the unrealistic.
Andy Chase, Adam Schlesingerand DominiqueDurand cling well.
tracks,
easily
can
be
other
Durand
recording
scoreda
contract
with
and
understood. Themusicdoesn't dislittle-known Seed Records.
MovieReview
PerhapsIvyhasrisen to popular- tractfrom thelyrics. Itremains soft
and quiet and her accent doesn't
ity a bit too quickly.

TeriAnderson
ManagingEditor

Whilethe band puts forthagood
effort in their debut release, they
sound as though they have a long
way to go musically.
Durand's vocal talents are over-
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What happens when a burnedoutcop turnedvirtual

j

!
j

■
■
from 6to 8 p.m.
■ in the Upper Chieftain. J
Food, Fun, Friends & More..
Don't miss it!

"Strange Days" lacks inspiration

thrillpeddler
finds himself involvedin the murderof acontroversialrap starinthe
last days of the millennium?
You get "Strange Days," a dark
futuristic movie set in the police
stateofLos AngelesonDec.30 and
31, 1999.
"Strange Days" stars Ralph
Fiennes ("Schindler's List" and
"Quiz Show")as Lenny Nero, an
ex-cop turned hustler. Nero sells
the ultimate in passive entertainment: clips of other peoples experiences pumped directly into your
head via an illegal entertainment
medium known as Squids. These
devices, which look likemetallic
hair nets, turn your brain into the

.■.■■■■»■»■■■■-■■■■■-■

best homeentertainment systemit
the world.
"This is like TV, only better.
This is real life, pure and uncut,
straight from the cerebral cortex.
You're there! You're doing it,
you're feeling it!," Neroexults.
"Strange Days" is an inspired
thriller with surprising visual effects that makes an attempt to say
somethingabout the importance of
humanity in adarkened world.
However, thisis where the film
falls short on its promise, becoming an action-oriented tromp
through the future. The film is
chaotic, often cliche\ extremely
violentand pessimistic.
Director KathrynBigelow, who
also directed"PointBreak," teams
up withhusband and "True Lies"
screenwriter James Cameron. He

andco- writerJayCocks, ("Ageof
Innocence") handled the tricky
screenwriting chore that comes
with a highly visual fantasy like

"Days."
Unfortunately, they didn't go
far enough. Squids seemtechnologically unrealistic withinthenext
four years. lif you check your
calender, 1999 is not the last year
of themillennium,(oops!) it'sthe
year2000.
It's ironic that while the film
attempts tocondemn violence,the
violenceitselfis the onlything the
viewer has to be thrilled about.
"Strange Days" is extremely
violent and repeatedly connects
sex with violence, but the visual
effects are worth the ticket price.
On a five star scale, this new
thriller rates a3-1/2.

HALLOWEEN
Trick o Treafers to invade So

Twoyoungsterscarefully approach dry-icepunch at last year's Central

Area Trick-or-Treat celebration.

"I had tons of fun last year. It
wouldn't have been a success if it
RHA sends invitations to several weren't for the many enthusiastic
elementary schools including volunteers and the generous donaGatzert, T.T. Minor, St. Joseph's, tions of candy," Kate Foster,presiSU ChildDevelopment Center and dent ofRHA said.
Candy is donatedbylocalgrocers
local family shelters.
a
TheSUcampusprovides secure such as Fred Meyers and QFC, and
environment for the roaming kids. Bon Apetit,SU'sfood-servicesconThe little trick-or-treatersgather in tractor.
"Last year Ivolunteered to give
the Bellarmine lobby at 6:30 p.m.
Volunteer leaders then take groups outcandyandabout 200kidsshowed
wasexhaustedat theend of the
oftrick-or-treatersthrough theeerily- up. I
decorated Campion andBeilarmine night but seeing the kids running
halls to collect candy and then to around, with their smiles and funny
Xavier for a spooky hauntedhouse. costumesmademefeelreally great."
At 8 p.m. allofthe groups willmeet said sophomore SharilynAguilar.
If you'dlike to volunteer to be a
in the Columbia Street Cafe for a
leader,pass out candy,or help
group
Halloween party. At the party kids
out
with theHalloweenparty,conandparents wil1get toeat Halloween
prizes
tact Ron Prestridge at 296-6305.
treats,bobfor apples and win
Kids betweentheagesof3 and 10
areinvited tohave fun in this event.

StephanieUjm

Staffßeporter
Bringout theHalloweencostumes
and the green face paint. The Residence Hall Association (RHA) is
sponsoring the ninthannual Central
AreaTrick-or-TreatHalloween celebration on Tuesday, Oct.3 1
The trick-or-treat fun began in
1987, the brainchild of Ron
Prestridge,assistant directorfor Residential Life. "Thisis a fantastic way
to implement the Jesuit ideal of service to thecommunity,"he said. "I
remember all of the fun that Ihad
beinga kidand trick-or-treating soI
thoughtit wouldbe agreatopportunity forkidsaroundtheSeattlecommunity to have a memorable Halloweenas well."

.

Trick-or-treat.

in thecostume contest

SPECTATOR
Top Six Web Sites
>ductions features hof;

1

/

o. virtualHauntedHouse

http://langwaad.cs.ucF.edurmidlink/

Phantasmagoria'sGrs

6.HalloweenHaunt
ucky.biomol.uci.Ei

hti

.- .

I

md
odd
,

ju'll just have to

n

4. tombstoneProductions
http://empire.na.com /tomb/tombhp.Html

see it yourself.
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Amy

Jacobsen /
Spectator

This

hooded

ghoul, (left), and
not-sothis
beautiful bride
(below) are just

two

of the spooky

characters you
will encounter at
KUBE 93 FM's
Haunted House,
now in its 30th
year. The House
is located at 415
BorenAve. N.

CASTING A SHADOW
OF FRIGHT OVER
SEATTLE
AMY JACOBSEN
Staffßeporter
HauntedHouses have cast their
frightful shadow over the Seattle
area toscare victimsofall agesand
support local charities. Frighteningevents rule the withchinghours

.

now throughOct. 31

LOCAL

HMHW

HQVW9

Among

several in
the area,
KUBE93
FM's
Haunted
House, at

4

Amu

1

5

Bor e n

Ave.N.,is
inits 30th

year of
spooking
children
andadultsin support ofChildren's
Hospital. Excited guests and volunteers agree that the house has
class.
Thiscommunityeffort,put on by
Pacific Northwest Philanthropy(a
non-profitorganization),brings together about 100 volunteers that
raisedover $80,000last year.
The haunted house, which takes
between 30-45 minutes toexplore,
is a labyrinth of macabre images,
rooms, tunnels and pits. Much of
the tour is incomplete darkness and
leaves the explorersubject to creatures thatdartout fromeverydirec-

tion.
reallylike about this job
"What I

nity to give to the community and do somethingI
like as a hobby,"
saidAndrew Burr,a volunteer makeup artist.
"Someof thesepeople
have beendoing this for
the last 20-25 years,"
said Lori Bieberstein, a
producer. "An idea
comes in theirhead and
theyfigure outhow they
are going to scare
people."
"lt's not blood and
gore,"she said."Itis just
people jumping out, but we have
had some kids hyperventilate and
have tobe taken out."
According to Sandy Weber, the
first aid attendant, some children
and adults become overly frightened nightly and wettheir pants or
falldown. Shehas dealt withmany
cuts, scrapes and bruises, but almost everybodyhas a good time.
"It looked like a movie," said
Johanna Krae, 16, of Bremerton.
"It was cool anda lot better thana
couple yearsago.
New characters, props and a
tricky mazehavebeenadded to the
house. The cost is $5.
Washington Park Apartments'
HauntedHouseinKent is open for
its first yearand is alsoavailable to
tour until Halloween in support of
MADD (Mothers Against Drunk
Driving). The cost is $5 and the
house takes about ten minutes to
tour.
TheHouse inRenton, sponsored

is thatI
can gocompletely nuts and by 107.7 The End, is another place
get away with it," said Bob Garri- to seek out. The manager, John
son, who has been a part of the Black, claimsthat itis really scary
monster cast since it was run by and children under 10, expectant
KJR and the Variety Club, which mothersand people withheartcondropped it in 1980. "I also like ditionsare notencouraged tocome.
doing thisbecause it goes toagood The price is $7.50.
No matter what yourpricerange
cause."
Makeupcantake up to two anda or where your fright meter peaks,
half hours for some characters. there is a haunted house in town
Most jobs take about half an hour. with your name on it.
"This provides me an opportu-
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Dole VS. DOgg; Decency debate rages

Community
service made easy
This Halloween,Seattle University residence halls
will,for the ninth consecutive year, play host to a crowd
ofCentral District kids for a night of costume parties and
trick-or-treating.
The idea is sucha natural one that we are left to
wonder why we'vebeen doing this for only a decade or
so. Assistant Director of Residential Life RonPrestridge
and staff deserve a big pat on the back for providing local
youngsters a warm, safe environment for Halloween
festivities, as well as an opportunity for SUstudents and
staff to reach out to the surrounding community.
SU's reputation with its immediate neighbors has not
always been favorable. Deserved or not, the perception
seems to be that this is an institution with ambitions for
expansion, and that it draws privileged suburbanites,and
their cars, into a low-income area witha lack of street
parking. Once the school day is over,the rap on us
continues,SUers leave theCentral District and its
concerns behind. All the high-sounding talk of the
"Jesuit mission" is wasted on the neighbors.
But efforts by people like Prestridge and his staff
could go a long way toward changing this perception.
And the spirit seems to be catching. Associated Students
of African Descent have served as friends and mentors to
youngsters inan arrangement with First A.M.E. Church.
Our basketball and soccer teams take the time to visit
neighborhood schools, offering clinics and a little bigbrotheriy advice.
And time is all it takes, really. Local grocers donated
the candy for the trick-or-treaters. Itdoesn't cost much to
drive aChieftain van the half-mile or so to T.T.Minor
Elementary School. Expenses,if any, are truly minimal.
While the university administration haggles with the
city and community groups over the shape the school's
campus will eventually take, a process that can't help but
leave some folks feelinga bit put out, perhaps itis fitting
that students and staff should lead the way in building
bridges with the neighbors.
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It's almost election year, so I
wasn't terribly surprised last June
when Senator Bob Dole, who is
making his fourth attempt at the
presidency,decided to get himself
a little mediaattentionby attacking
that ever-popular target of Republicans, the entertainment industry.
Denouncing the "nightmares of
depravity"producedby thelikesof
Ice-T, Trent Reznor, Oliver Stone
and Quentin Tarantino, he righteously declaredthat "wemust hold
Hollywood accountable forputting
profit ahead ofcommon decency."
In particular, Dole took aim(pardon my violent imagery) at Time
Warner, the media conglomerate
with extensive holdings in music,
film, and print journalism businesses.
One of the many companies
owned by Time Warner is
Interscope Records, the LA-based
record label which owns Death
Row,whoseartistsincludeDr.Dre,

SnoopDoggyDoggand other purveyors of blood, drugs and violent
sex who march forth to pollute the
minds of millionsof innocent and

trusting American children.
Yeah, yeah,yeah. We've heard
this before. WhenDan Quaylewas
hoping we'd give him a second
shot at beingvice president,hisbig
moment in front of the cameras
came whenhe delivered a forceful
speech on that great— threat to the
Americanwayoflife not thedeficit, not our crumbing health care
—
system but the unwed motherhood of Murphy Brown. Cultural
conservatives across the country
were thrilled thatDan was getting

tough on that immoral entertainSo were stand-up
cartoonists.
political
comics and
And so, in the end, were the producers of "Murphy Brown" they
evenincorporatedbits ofQuayle's
speech into the show.
So what'sthedifference between
Quayle's campaignposturing and
Dole's? It's this: When "Murphy
Brown" became the Republican
symbol of the decay of American
culture, CBS laughed it off, using
the occasion to satirize the naive
ment industry.

—

Elizabeth
McDaniel
Guest Colvmmst
beliefthat attackingpopculture isa
practical way of affecting social
change. When Bob Dole tried to
makeTimeWarner that symbol for
the '96 campaign, Time Warner
caved in. The corporation announced on Sept. 27 that it was
selling its 50 percent interest in
Interscope Records back to the
label's founders, Ted Field and
Jimmy lovine, and would henceforth sever all ties between itself
and Interscope.
Michael J. Fuchs, chairman of
Time Warner'smusic division,denies that the decision to sell
Interscope was made because of
the political pressure of Dole,
former SecretaryofEducation WilliamBennet and the chair of the
National Political Congress of
Black Women.C. DeLoresTucker,
all of whom have been making a
greatdeal ofmedianoise about the
evils of "gangsta rap" and Time
Warner. "This announcement...is
about ourresponsibility as amusic
company," saidFuchs.Bennet was
quick togloat anyway. "Thisproves
that moral persuasion actually
works," he says. "Somewhere at
that company there is a healthy

fromTime Warner to formhis own
label), this blatant kowtowing to
BobDole andhis moralitypolice is
disheartening.
But let us pause for a moment,
and give Time Warner the benefit
of thedoubt. Suppose that the sale
ofInterscope wasmotivated not by
political pressure, but a genuine
belief on the parts of the higher ups
at Time Warner thatmakingmoney
from "gangsta rap" is wrong, and
that getting rid of their interests in
such sales is socially responsible.
Does that make theirdecisionmore
acceptable?
No, it doesn't. It is not socially
responsible to scapegoatan entire
genre of music, indiscriminately
declaring all artists who record
"gansta rap" to be threats to the
moralfiber of American culture. It
is notsociallyresponsible toexpect
artists to reflect the arbitrarily defined moral codes of whomever
happens to own their labels.
It doesn't take a lot of intelligence to see that while some rappers are jumping on the sex and
violence bandwagon because it
sells, others, such as Dr. Dre, cofounderofDeath Row, are serious
social critics, and that to condemn
themallinone fellswoopisabsurd.
When, as a member of thepioneering ganstarap group N.W.A., Dre
—
"Dollook likeamotherf
—rapped,
n' rolemodel?/Toa kid,looking
—
up to me / Life ain't nothin' but
bitchesandmoney," his lyrics were
laced with irony.
It's also ironic that while Time
Warner finds it sociallyresponsible
to have nothing to do with Death
Row and Interscope, Death Row
co-owns LetMeRide Hydraulics,
an automobile detailing shop in
South Central Los Angeles thatoffers employment to the inner city
youth whoare most at risk for joining the gang life. Maybe Death
Row could teach Time Warner a
littlebit aboutsocial responsibility.

sense ofshame."
There damn well should be a
sense of shame at Time Warner.
Allowing a group of politicians to
set a moral agenda for a private
corporation sets an appallingprecedent in therealm of free expression of the media. While Time
Warner's track record of allowing
artists signedtotheirlabels the freedomtocreate without interference
has been far from exemplary (witness the brawl overthe Ice-T/Body
Count song"CopKiller"afew years
back, and the squabble over the Elizabeth McDaniel is a senior
cover art for Ice-T's album"Home majoringinEnglish.
Invasion" that led to his departure
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Karaoke: In the land of the lounge lizards
It was a very unusual Thursday
night a few weeks ago. Ifound
myself out of the house and hangingout in,ofallplaces,abar. Iwas
crushedintoadimly litcorner,sucking onadouble Shirley Temple on
therocks,but without thepink stuff
or a twist of lemon, and absorbing
the odors of sweat, Sapporo beer
and second-hand smoke.
It was here that Irediscovered
my appreciation for that much maligned Asian import, the sport of
many a drunken and tone-deaf

he's facing the opposite direction
andis donnedinBenneton summer

gear. They bothlook sad. Cutback
to the woman. Alternateshotsuntil
the song ends. You neversee both

Chirm

faces in thesame shot. What agut-

Spectator Columnist

stay away from bars). Next, find a

bar with a karaoke machine(duh).
Then get apiece of paper and, if

you have enough mental faculty
left over after your excessive debauchery, thumb through a catalog
ofassortedone-hit wonders, time-

less classics ("Moon River" or
Englebert Humperdink: Karaoke! "Mack the Knife" anyone?) and
(pronounced"kah-rah-oh-kay," but songs
— from your middle school
when you're smashed, who cares days ones youregretknowingthe
lyrics to.
aboutphonetics?)
Unfortunately, forallof youclosIdon't know why karaoke has
neverreallycaught onin theStates. eted rappers, the only tune resemMuch as youmight loathe to admit bling a cut is usually Tone Loc's
it,I'llbet you sing, whether it'sin "Funky Cold Medina." After
the shower, your car,or whenever/ you've chosen a tune, write down
wherever you think nobody's lis- the title of your request, give it to
tening. Why many Americanshave whoever'sin charge, wait till your
more apprehensions about getting name, orpseudonym,ifyou'restill
up in front of a large group and sober enoughto cling toyour inhimaking foolsoutofthemselvesthan bitions, gets called,grab the mike,
most Asianbusinessmendois comstare at the monitor, wait for the
lyrics to appearand let 'er rip!
pletely beyondme.
Karaoke is easy. First, get a
Be sure to watch the videos, esif you're not singing.
pecially
(if
together
you
bunch of friends
don't have friends, Isuggest you Karaoke videos are pretty hilariwanna-be Barry Manilow or

ous. Whoever financed these delightfulvignettesprobablyrounded
upsome stonedfilm students,gave
them 500 bucks apiece and some
local "actors" touseand demanded
the finished products to be turned

white fabric. Her hair andclothes

blow in the wind. Cut to a guy
walkingdown the samebeach,only

Brent
Brewer

of the group being stereotyped.
Americans or members of other
Since succeedingin higher eduunder-representedminority groups
cation is a difficult enough challenge, stereotypescan make sucwho wereinapositionof authority,
directly influencingyourlives? Or
cess forminorities inhigher educahow many of you have had close GIXSTCOLWNST
tionan unnecessarystruggle. When
minority friends or even acquainopportunity becomes an unnecestances?
sarystruggle,thereis aseriousprobManyof thestudents on thiscam- onstrated through an analogy.
lem. But for a group ofindividuals
Normal,self-confident individu- whohave waited for suchopportupus, whoare membersof the dominant culture,probably haven't had als would typically not believe a nity for four hundred plus years,it
directexposure tominorities.Con- stranger's claims that they have is a travesty.
Furthermore, under the Civil
sequently, Ihave witnessed that unusually big feet. But if more
such individuRights Act of
1964, it is a
als often rely
How many of you have been

their lack of

right to have

The problem with stereotypes is that
themajority of them are negative and

exposure to
minorities.
Contrarily,
most minoritiesonanypredominantly
white campus
are exposedto individualsfrom the
dominant culture bothas acquaintances andas authority figures.
Thus,individuals from the dominant culture can have an influence,
though not necessarily a controllinginfluence,on thedevelopment
ofminorities. Thisinfluencecomes
mainly in the form of stereotypical
analysesand thespreadofnegative

are disproportionately targeted at

minorities.

selves tooseriously,trying toinject
genuine pathos into their perfor-

SoUnd bites

the freedom of

than your averagedrunk, and that's
while they're still sober. On the
other hand, they tend to haveactual
singing ability, which, if you're
keeping score,makes you look even
worse if you croon like me (the

perpetually cracking pubescent
voice).

Actors also have an affinity for
that most tantalizing of all karaoke
traditions, body movement. Do
that classic '80s routine: extend
one arm into the air with palms
extended, then bring it down intoa
clenched fist as yourememberthe

days of Pat Benatar and Twisted
Sister.
In addition, can you imagine a
moreuplifting experiencethan seeing a group interpretive dance to
the Bangles' "EternalFlame?"
Ididn't get up to sing that night,
but it's not like Ididn't want to try.
Nobody wanted to do the B-52s
"Love Shack."

'

Compiledandphotographed
by GregPostel

"1 believe there are "spirits" that
roam the Earth, that thereisE.S.P.
and Aliens do exist. How else do
you explaindeja vu, your missing
socks, and cattle mutilations?
Besides,it'salittlearrogant to think
that we,mankind, aretheonly things
here."

Nicole Beeman
Freshman/Biology

"Ibelieveinthesupernaturalbecause
Ihaveexperiencedit."

Karl Ramsay
Freshman/ Mechanical
Engineering

equalopportu-

nity. Stereotypes limitthis

freedom by
taking away
theimpartiality

"I have a guardian spirit frommy
homeland that protects me. I
believe."

ofopportunity;

thus,making it
unequal. Therefore,Ibelieve that
expressingthemisconception, those until the spread of stereotypes,and
individualmight starttobelievethe theasscociated hostileenvironment
misconception. They might be- thatit creates,is stoppedoncollege
come self-conscious about their campuses, true equal opportunity
feet. It is even possible that they willnever beobtained.
may wear smaller-sized shoes to
Ths solution is simple. Treat
keep from being ridiculed, which minorities as you would treat a
wouldhave the potential ofhinder- member of any race or gender,as a
ing the development of their feet. humanbeing.
Stereotypesactin the samelimiting
stereotypes.
In 1995, all students deservethe
generalization
right
tobe treatedas humanbeings
stereotype
way.
A
is a
responsiabout groups ofpeopleusually exmust
to
Individuals
take
and bejudgedontheirindividual
pected to be true ofall members of bility for their ownactions. How- talents, skills and ambitions withthatgroup. The problemwith ste- ever, when an individual is bom- out beinglimited by stereotypes.
reotypesis that themajority ofthem barded by negative stereotypeson
are negativeand aredisproportionthe magnitude of thousands, such
ately targeted at minorities. The stereotypes have the potential to BrentBreweris a seniormajoring
impact of stereotypesis best dem- significantly impact the develop- incivil engineering.
strangers and acquaintances kept

Aloiamoa Anesi

Freshman/Premed &
Computer Science

"Ithink it's ignorant of us to think
that we aren't tied together with
otherspsychically. Ifourbodiesare
just homes for ourspirits, then they
(the spirits) don't die when our
bodies do. Also, I think there arc
higher beings somewhere."

Jim Dietrich
Senior/English

"

D.H. "I'llhaveaScreamin Viking
China is a sophomorepremajor.
He plans to check into the Betty
FordClinicfor Pez addiction.

What aspects of theparanormal do
you believe in?

ment

on stereotypes
tosubstitutefor

singers, unless they A) take them-

mances, oi B) they take Neil Diain within 24 hours.
You'dbe surprised how many of mond too seriously, and try to inthese videos,which wereobviously jectthat same pathos into "Forever
intended to be "concept pieces," inBlue Jeans."
end up resembling Mentos comIhad the added entertainment
mercials.
valueof lounging in the company
Even Icould direct a karaoke of an actor. Actors and karaoke
video, particularly an Asian one. provideaninteresting mix.On one
Here's theformula: Woman walks hand, they are even less self-conalong the beach wearingplenty of scious about getting up in public

Addressing negative
stereotvDes andtheir harms
directly in contact with African

wrenchingartistic concept!
Karaoke willdostrangethings to
people. On this particular night, it
evenincited apartyofmiddle-aged
barflies to perform a line-dance
version of "The Hustle" to Barry
White's"Can'tGetEnoughof Your
Love,Babe."
Another regular tried to get
throughNeilDiamond'sentirebody
of workbefore closing time. Now,
Idon't complain about badkaraoke

...
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One win and in for Chieftains

Women 's soccersolidifies spotinplayoffrun
Collins
SportsEditor
James

Sonic facelift
James
Collins

Iam abitskeptical ononecount,
though. Hawkins' inabilityto get

Ihavelearned avaluable lesson,
courtesy of the Seattle
Supersonics.
The way to fix your team these
daysisn'ttoconcentrateon what's
actually wrong with it. No, that's
way too hard.
Instead,justspenda littlemoney
and whip up a new logo. Sure,
that'llcureallyourills. Ofcourse,
the Sonics went a little further
than that. They actually sprung

anythinggoing in Charlotte leads
metobelieve thatcreatinghisown
offense cannot be one of his
strengths, that he must rely onhis
teammates to set him up. That's
not uncommon among shooters of
hiscaliber. But I
am left to wonder
ifHersey's Seattle teammates will
be willing to go the extra mile to
get him good shots (are you
listening,Gary Payton?).
So on the Gill-for-Hawkins
exchange,Igive Seattle general
managerWally Walker aqualified
thumbs up. If the Sonics make a
concerted effort toutilizeHawkins'
skills, they have upgraded their

forawholenew arena. Surely that
will be the difference between

wastinghis time.

SportsEditor

another first-roundplayofflossand
bringing home an NBA
championship.
Can't shoot the ball, rebound
consistentlyor playgoodhalfcourt
defense, but oh boy, check out
those greatluxuryboxes'. Yessir,
those new concession areas will
really be a key factor when
Houstoncomes totown. Stilldon't
have anyone to put on Hakeem,
but thosenachos sure smell good.
Inmy ever-optimistic outlook,I
foresee another year of glorious
regular-season wins and
dishearteningplayoff defeats for
the Sonics in 1995-96. That's
because Seattle, despite all the
warning signs provided by two
consecutive
first-round
eliminationsin thepostseason, has
not taken the propersteps tomake
itself a true championship
contender.
OK, ditchingKendallGill was a
positive move. Though Gill had
all the physical tools one could
wantinashootingguard,hiserrant
shooting touch and uncertain
emotional state made him a
liability. The first timehe was in
Charlotte,theysaidhejust needed

a change of scenery, so Seattle
traded for him. He got to Seattle,

and they saidhejustneeded a year
to adjust. He got two. When that

didn't work out, he needed a
changeofscenery again.Soit was
back toCharlottein exchange for
Hersey Hawkins. Perhaps the
CBA is next onKendall'sitinerary.
I
hear the sceneryin Albanyis real
nice.
Bringing in Hawkins is a
positi ve,sinee heis agreataddition
bothonand off the court. Hawkins
withered on the vineinCharlotte,
serving as fourth man on the
offensive totem pole for the

Hornets behind Larry Johnson,
AlonzoMourningandDellCurry.
The Sonics have given him a
chance to revitalizehis career in
wide-open Western
the
Conference.

team. If theydon't, Walkeris just

Nextwe moveon to thedrafting
of Sherrell Ford, who rose from
relative obscurity to become one
ofthenationsbestsmall forwards.
Ford offers the kind of scoring
talents the Sonics have been
lacking since the departure of
Eddie Johnson.
This selectionkindof falls into
the same category as trading for
Hawkins. It all depends on how
Seattle uses Ford.
The additions of Hawkins and
Ford could help diversify the
Seattle offense,especially whenit
has a tendency tobogdown in the
playoffs. But that leaves greater
areas of concern unaddressed.
The Sonics have banked their
future on the ability of Shawn
Kemp to be their low-post star,
andin mostregards hehasbeen up
to the task. Still, he could use
somehelp in thepaint,and Walker
has beenslow in providing that.
When teams shut down Kemp
in the blocks, Seattle hasno other
inside scoring options available.
That has proven lethal to the
Sonics'championship hopes. The
same holds true for rebounding.
AfterKemp, thereisn'tadominant
board man on the roster. Good
position reboundingwillonlyget
you so far. Low-post defense?
Perkins is good at that, but Kemp
has such a bad reputation with
officials thathe always seems to
be in foul trouble, negating his
shot-blockingprowess.
Without the acquisition of
anotherrealpowerplayer, Seattle
will still be unable to adequately

It'salmost playoff time
For the Seattle University
women's soccer team, that means
that two months of practice,
preparation and execution have
boiled down to exactly one game,
one final contest that could
ultimately decide the Chieftains'
date withpostseason destiny.
By virtue of a 4-5 Pacific
Northwest Athletic Conference
record (8-8-1 overall), SU finds
itself readying fora pivotalregular
seasongame against SimonFraser
University, the league's top-rated
team, on Saturday. With a win at
SFU, the Chieftains can clinch the
third and final spot in thePNWAC
playoffs.
A loss at the hands of the host
Clanwouldleavethe situation a bit
more muddled for SU, with the
Chieftains' chances essentially
hingingon theoutcome ofthe game
between Western Washington and
Central Washington, also on
Saturday. A CWU win coupled
with an SU loss would put the
Wildcats,not the Chieftains,in the
driver's seat for the last playoff
berth.
But currently SUis incontrol of
the postseasonrace,an opportunity
the Chieftains surely cherish after
being scarcely a month removed
from the cellar of the conference
standings. They culminated that
resurgencelast Saturday witha vital
4-0 winover Central Washington.
The Wildcats entered the game
needingto winas desperatelyas the
Chieftains, whichshouldhavemade
for some high drama on the East
SportsField. Instead,CWU(which
had soundly defeated SU 3- 1inthe
first meeting between the two

SU defender Patty Neorr inaction. One ofthreeseniors who conclude
their Chieftain careers this season,Neorrhasbeenavitalmember ofsome
of the most successful teams in the history ofSU women's soccer.
That was followed seven minutes
teams) resembled a squad simply
goingthrough the motions,perhaps later by a long goal from Erin
expecting a similarly flat Westerfield off an assist from
performance from the Chieftains. Armstrong.
The Wildcats were in for a rude
SUaddedonemore score before
halftime. Katie Jackson's goal at
surprise.
Playing withaheretofore unseen 26:05, set upagain by Armstrong,
combination of precision and boosted the Chieftain lead to 3-0
aggression, the Chieftains and slammed the door for goodon
In
dominated the first half in Central Washington.
spectacular fashion. Mandy contributing to all three SU goals,
Armstrong's corner kick was Armstrong established a school
knocked in by Erin Roycroft with record withthreeassistsinonehalf.
14:15elapsed,givingSUal-01ead.
SUsealed the win withagoal by
Cindy Givogre at 52:30 of the
secondhalf,then cruisedtherestof
the way. The Chieftains outshot
CWU 15-7, while the SU
goalkeepingduo ofJenBurtonand
Trinity Meriwood were forced to
make a combined total ofjust two
saves.

TheChieftains received abreak
from their usual grueling nonleague schedule the next day,
hosting a battered Concordia
University team. The Cavaliers
had only 12 players available for
the game'and the relativehealth of
some of those athletes was in
question.
It was Senior Day for SU, with
Hilarie Ericson, Keely Hartsough
and Patty Neorrplaying their final
homegamesfortheChieftains. The
emotioninherent in that situation,
coupled withConcordia's inability
to present much of a challenge,
made the afternoon ripe for a
blowout,and SU triumphed 6-0.
Though the game was scoreless
for the first 25 minutes, SU was
clearly in control. Concordia's
offense was non-existent, usually
failing to advance the ball past

cope with the waves of frontline
talent available to other teams in

the West.
All that adds up to trouble.
Trouble that could have been
avoidedhad theSonics developed
aclearerpictureof whatthey really
need to capture a World
Championship. Oh well. At least
the fans can console themselves
withanicelatteafter another firstround defeat.

MEGAN MCCCHD / PHOTO EDITOR

FreshmanBrookeHillwindsupfor akick. One ofthebuidling blocksfor
the future of SU women's soccer. Hill has proven to be a lethal goalscoring threat in herfirst season with the Chieftains.

see Women's Socceron
page 14
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Men's soccer fights opponents and
elements in push for league title

19
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Jason Uchtenberger
SportsReporter

Thethrillof victory and theagony
ofdefeat.
The Seattle University men's
soccer teamhas proved this saying
tobe true. Afteraroughtwo weeks,
SU returned to league play on a
mission to prove they could win
under pressure, which they would
have to do against two teams they
had already lost to.
On Saturday the Chieftains
hosted the Central Washington
University Wildcats in a Pacific
Northwest Athletic Conference
match.Earlierin theseason,Central
defeated SU 3-1, handing the
Chieftains their first loss in
conference play.
The Wildcats jumped on the
Chieftains first. At the 14:30 mark
Cris Fastrup scored on an assist
fromJeffßawlins. Onecouldonly
think: not again. But two goals
within three minutes of each other
would erase any worries that SU
might have had.
At the 15:21 mark George
Czarnowski rifled a shot off the
post. Therebound came right back
to him,and he would not daremiss
on a second opportunity. He put
awayhis 15th goalof the season to
tie the match at 1-1. Then, at the
17:49 mark,JaminOlmsteadplayed
a perfect ball to Arne Klubberud,
who beat the Central keeper near
post to give SU the 2-1 advantage.
SU would give the Wildcats one
more first-half scare. With 13:39
left in the half, defender Charles
Glenn sent a Czarnowski pass just
overthepost. TheChieftaindefense
would shut down Central for the
rest ofthehalf, leavingSU witha2-

-1 advantage.
TheChieftains cameoutstorming
the net in the second half. At just
under five minutes into the half,
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SU's Arne Klubberud gets down and dirty against CWU on Saturday.
Klubberud scoredakey goalagainst the Wildcats in the 3-1SU win.

Scan Cassidy zipped through the
Wildcats' defense, but hit the shot
right to the keeper. But Cassidy
would strike again. At the 63:21
mark,hefinished across fromGlenn
increasing the SU lead to 3-1
Klubberud tookcare ofthe dirty
work for the Chieftains. He ate
awayat theCentral defensetocreate
three great scoring opportunities
for SU. Kurt Swanson headed a
Klubberud pass that was saved by
the Central keeper. Cassidy was
unable to finish on a feed from
Klubberud. Jeremy Brown sent a
Klubberud cross rightat thekeeper.
SU keeper Brian Wallace was
tested a couple of times late in the
game,but he came out of the net
well tomakeacoupleofspectacular
diving saves. The goaltending of
Wallace and the tenacity of the
Chieftains' defense held the
Wildcats scoreless in the second
half, giving SU the 3-1 victory.
This victoryboosted SU'srecordto
6-2 in the PNWAC and 12-4-2
overall. Onthesameday,Evergreen
State pulled out a huge 3-2 victory
over SimonFraser University. This
droppedSFU to7-1inthePNWAC
and would set the stage for
Wednesday'smatch withSU.
With this gamebeing one of the
most important inSU's history,the
Chieftains traveled toSimonFraser
University only to find an empty
stadium,a wet field,andno teamto
play. Thegame was canceled,and
is currentlybeingrescheduled, with
the PNWAC title and playoff
seedingsdepending somuch onits
outcome. Asofnow, thegame is set
tobe playedon Sunday at 1:00here
at SU. Atpress time,however, this
time and date are considered

.

tentative.
No matter what develops with
themake-up date fortheSFUgame,
SUtravelsSaturday tofaceamuchimprovedEvergreenState team. A
victory at TESCand a win against
SFU could give the Chieftains the
PNWAC title,a first place berthin
the conference tournament and a
great shot at gaining abid for the
nationaltournament.

Schedule
Update

Chieftain forwardGeorge Czarnowski keepshis eyespeeledfor another

scoringopportunity. TheSUsophomoreleads theleagueingoals(15) and
totalpoints (31) this season.

TheSeattleUniversity men's soccer
game against Simon
Fraser University
has been tentatively
rescheduled for Sunday afternoon, at
SU's East Sports
Field, at 1 p.m. This
game uras originally
scheduled
for
Wednesday at Simon
Fraser,butiuas canceled due to poor
field conditions.
Stay tuned for further information as
it develops.

Sports
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s
soccer:
Chieftains
Cross country runs last meet Women'
one win awayfrom playoffs
before critical PNW regionals
JamesCollins
SportsEditor

TheSeattleUniversitymen' s and
women's cross country teams had
their final regular season meet of
the fall last weekend,participating
in the Western Washington
UniversityInvitationalonSaturday.
The Chieftains now set their sights
onthe Pacific NorthwestRegionals,

scheduled for Nov. 4 at Lower
Woodland Park inSeattle.
At WWU, the Chieftain women
steady
their
continued
improvement. Three SU runners
finished close together in the top
35: Rebecca Elijah came in 29th,
withJenny Egan and Jenny Farrell
right behind her in 31st and 32nd
place, respectively. SU also had

was the Chieftains' only other
runner in the top 50, coming in at
38th overall. Brian French, Mark
Comnick, Eric Fredrickson, Ryan
Wood, Glenn Henke and Mark
Bathoroundedout the finishers for
SU. The men's team, like the
women's, ended up square in the

Ann Cummins, Sarah Ullrich,
Martha Grant, Darcie Renn and
SusanMeyersinthe 121-competitor
field. TheChieftains finished fifth
out of 10 teams in the Invitational.

Crosscountry
Regional power Puget Sound
finished first overall, with host
Western Washington coming in
second.
The men's team faced a deeper
fieldof15 opponents,a totalof 163
runners. Mike Little, consistently
SU's topfinisher this season,came
in eighth overall with a time of
27:09. TeammateIsraelRichardson
wasn't farbehind,logging an 13thplace finish at 27:36. Uriah Halpin

middle of the final standings, in
eighth place out of 16 schools.
Western Washington captured the
men's title.
Though both Chieftain squads
have received votes in the NAIA
national polls, they will need a
strong showing at the Pacific
NorthwestRegionals onNov. 4 to
qualify for the NAIA National
Championships. The Regionals will
also serve as the PNWAC
championships.

The Spectator Player of the

Week.

endless shotopportunities for SU.
Hill's goal at 86:07 mercifully
goalkeeperKristenJones.Finally, rounded out the scoring for the
with25:20elapsed,theSUoffense Chieftains, who amassed a
broke through. Westerfieldscored whopping 39 shots on goal
her secondgoal inasmanygames compared to just one for
fora1-0lead,andtherout wason. Concordia.
Eight minutesbefore halftime,
Now that their slumbering
Ericson notched her first goal of offense seems to have awoken,
the season. A scant twominutes the Chieftains prepare to face
into the second half,Armstrong SimonFraserinthe season'smost
scored to give SU a 3-0 iead. critical game. The resurrectionof
Jacksonaddedagoalat57:10,but SU's scoring touchcouldnot have
the Chieftains were not finished. come at a better time, especially
Unleashingaseason' sworth of when challengingaClan team that
pent-up offensive frustration on hasallowed justfour goals ineight
the hapless Cavaliers, SU leaguegames.
In thepreviousmeetingbetween
swarmed in repeatedly for more
more
frenzy
befitting
shots.Ina
a SUand SFU, the only goal of the
pack of tiger sharks thansoccer game came offaClancorner kick
players, the Chieftains smelied that was accidentally knocked in
Concordia' s tJlood in the water toSU'sgoalbyaChieftainplayer.
If SU can avoid similar
and went for the ki11..,
on Saturday, the
f.tains are a strongcandidate
rfeat the conference's best
secondsofone another;
full 10 minutes o!
midfield, while the Chieftains
hammered away at Cavalier

K'ortunes

Brian Wallace
men's Soccer
and

ITlandy firmstrong
Women's Soccer
Wallace, a senior goalkeeper, provided clutch play in the net during his first start of the
year on Saturday. InSU's 3-1 winover CWU, Wallace made four critical saves to keep
theWildcats at bay. Armstrong,a sophomore midfielder, set a school record withthree
assists in a single half in SU's4-0 win over Central Washington on Saturday, then came
off the bench to score agoal during the Chieftains' 6-0 rout of Concordia University on

Sunday.
The

Hype

Box

Just when you thought the Chieftain soccer teams had played their last regular
season home games, another one pops up. Looks like the men's team will be
playing at home at 1 p.m. on Sunday against Simon Fraser, since yesterday's
game with the Clansmen was called off because of soggy playing conditions in
Canada. Don't be all that surprised if the women's team, also scheduled to play
at SHU on.Saturday, also ends up playing here this weekend. The men's team
could be hosting a playoff game this coming Wednesday, though the women's
team will be on the road if they make the playoffs.
The annual SU basketball intrasquad scrimmages, along with the dunk contest
and three-point shootouts, were held Tuesday night. Senior swingman Kenny
Bushdefendedhis slam dunk crown in style, whilefreshman guard CeeJay Harris
captured the men's three-point title. Junior forward Julie Orth won the women's
three-point championship, All of this, of course, sets the table for next week's
spectacular Spectator Basketball Preview. By the way, the first game of the year
for men's basketball is against the University of British Columbiaon Wednesday,
Nov. 1 Game time is 7 p.m. at Connolly Center's North Court. Be there.

.

IM flag footballgame of the week:Dawg Pound vs. The Next Generation. The line:
The Next Generation by 3 1/2 points.

Ican't think of anything else to hype this week, so this will have to do. Next week,
prepare for Collins vs, Christianson on the NBA.

RAISE $$$
THE CITIBANKFUNDRAISER ISHERE TO HELP YOU!
FAST,EASY, NO RISK ORFINANCIAL OBLIGATIONGREEKS, GROUPS,CLUBS, MOTIVATEDINDIVIDUALS,
CALLNOW RAISE $500 INONLY 1WEEK.
(800) 862-1982 EXT. 33

PROGRAMMER/ADMINISTRATOR

Design WWW architec.and integrate database tech. with
expanding WWW service. Profic'y in SQLrelationaldatabase tech.
req'd. Significant design & prep.of databases with 3+years exp.mc
applicaton design. BS or Master's inCom Sci or related field or
relevantexperience. Understandingof UNIX systems managem't,
PERL,C programming, shell & Web database gateways. Exp.in
HTML, HTTP server protocol&utilities, CGI tools &HTMLeditors
& doc.translators desirable. Familiarity with var. Web browsers also
desirable. Exc. communicationskills essential. Able to work
cffectivly in a demanding and rapidly changing environ. Must be
flex, and problem solver. SalaryDOE+exc. benifits &smoke free
environ. On site child care. Drop cover leters and resume to 1300
Valley St, c.mail to agarrett@fhcrc.org, or mailto Fred Hutchinson
CancerReasearch Center/Human Resources #AG-5904/l124
Columbia Street, LV-201/Seattle, WA 98104

Word Processing/ Laser Printing
Papers, resumes, manuscripts, flyers, forms & more. Fast,
accurate, professional. Reasonable prices, top quality.
Close to SU. CallMarci Riley at 324-5460
Over $6 BillioninFREE Financial Aid from private sector
grants & scholarships! Allstudents are eligible. Callfor
more information:
1-800-263-6495
-International EmploymentMake up to $25-45 an hour teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan,& South Korea.For information
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J6OBll
Cruise jobs! Students needed! Earn up to $2,000+/month
working for cruise ships or land-tour companies. Seasonal
and Fulltime available. (206) 634-0468 ext. C6OBll
Basketball coaches needed at Central Area Youth Associ;,
tion. Call720-4432 for more information.
SALES REP- PT/FT to mktnat'lpromotions at local
events. Highbase & commision. Flex hrs. Campus Dimensions. (800)592-2121
Toplace an ad in the Spectator or for more
information about advertising call:
| Barb, Spectator Ad Manager, at 296-6474 |

HUMOR

novice crew team at
Greenlake for the Frostbite Regatta Nov.
11. The varsity team will be rowing at

'

Come support the

the Montlake Cut on Nov. 12. Come out and
support them as they go for the Head of
Accnn
l
r
«M
meetings
, «Regatta!
Representative
Louncil
ASSU
!!!
the
Lake
j
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are held
on tluesdays from o-l U p.m. in dud
INTERESTED IN GOING TONORTH CAROLINA?
205 Conference Room. All are uelcome.Be ANYONE
Ithought so. This is a "most expenses paid trip during which
r
to
the
Louncil.
sure to voice your opinions
yQu wmbe presenting research papers and projects for the
undergraduate research club. Abstracts are due by Dec.l, so get
Society on the ball and contact Paul le V at 282-5371 or Katie Headly
DeltaPrelaw
Phi Alpha
*"L,5 " * 7
at 547-1695. What are you staring at? Get goin .

For the Record...
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Club Meeting
Oct. 26, 1995, 5:30 p.m. Bellarmine
President's Dining Room.
AIDS Awareness Committee

Start the year off by helping those in
need. Our first three events are ready for
Sign-ups outside the office door in the
SUB (next to CAC). All it takes is a
name, number and a little help from
you!! Gay bingo, That Thursday Thing &
more!! Call x6042 with questions.

UNDER THE WIRE
Come to abenefit concert for the MexicoMission Trek featuring
the famed Flowers Out of Season and of course The Quiet
Ones." Refreshments will be provided so show up on Nov. 4in
the Pigott Atrium from 8 p.m. to midnight. There is a really tiny
fee of $3 which can be paid at the door or by finding a mission
volunteer. This event is being sponsored by Habitat for Hu-

manity and Campus Ministry.
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Pre-Health Club Event
Dr. Gary Westerman from Creighton
University School of Dentistry will be on
campus Thursday, Nov. 2. He willbe
giving a talk from 12-3 p.m. in the Biology Seminar Room. All interested stu-

„
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Engineering Building,Room 312. It'llbe fun! It'llbe
great. Lunch will be provided.
Seeya there!!
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dents are welcome!!
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Pi Delta Clubs Meetings:
First andthird Wednesdays of every
month. You must attend one meeting
a month. There is a noon meeting in
Pigott 308. The same day there will
be a meeting in Room 400 in the
Casey Building at 5:30 p.m.

5 Positions available
Starting 10/16/95 19 hours/week max. CallSuzy Crawley at
296-5782 with questions.
'
v.
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PIS O Presents
HALLOWEEN MASQUERADE
MIDNIGHT CRUISE

)

AWSociall

Pier 55, Seattle Waterfront, The Goodtime 111

j-4.

Commuter ef non-lraditionalf
students areinvited to a social.Come meet
otherstudents justlike you.Itis onNov. 1
in theInternational Student Center from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Foodand music will be

Drovided!'!
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AND SAY HI.
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Men Engineering Majors
Attention all Women &
T^ Society of Women Engineers is holding its first
general meeting on Oct. 27, 1995 at 1:05 p.m. Go to

CARMEL CENTER AT 324-1305 FOR
MORE INFO. IT IS LOCATED BEHIND
CAMPION RESIDENCE HALL, JUST
PAST THE PIZZA PARLOR. STOP IN
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INTERESTED IN SOME REAL LOcal community service?
QUICK! CALL OUR LADY OF MT.
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9p.m.-la.m.
$18
$15
Cost:
Per Person w/ group of sor more
Per Person or
BrinS a Costume or
,
,
c
Tickets will be on sale at the Chieftain and the Columbia St.
Cafe
m
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Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page is for registered clubs and organizations to
advertise information about their events. For information, contact the ASSU office @ 296-6050.

